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Abstract. Nowadays analysis of EEG signals is a very popular area of
biomedical engineering and science for both civil and military markets.
In this paper a novel analysis of EEG signal with the implementation
of kernel density estimators in order to construct densitograms of the
examined EEG signals was presented. This approach allows obtaining
the statistically filtered signals, which enables to conduct the analysis
in easier and quicker way. It is also important to mention that analysed
signals were obtained from an inexpensive, easily available on the open
market headset – Emotiv EPOC. This paper also contains illustration
of signal processing and justification of the chosen approach by spectral
analysis.
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1 Introduction

Analysis of EEG signals is currently a major aspect of biomedical engineering
and science in general. Interest arises from a multitude of applications both in
civilian and military markets. Popular discussions of applications are steering
of vehicles for physically disabled and controllers for video games - generally
brain-computer interfaces[1]. Currently EEG sets, such as Emotiv EPOC (see
Fig. 1a), are commercially available at affordable prices allowing easy access
to research data. In order to construct any sort of reliable algorithm for using
EEG signals it is important to focus on problems of the processing of bio-signals
such as EEG [2–4]. In this research the main focus is on the experimental data
obtained in series of experiments related to classification of these signals related
to test subjects thinking about moving their hands. The conducted experiments
were concentrated on analysis of motor centres of brain, so the signals from F3
and F4 electrodes (placed according to the 10-20 system) were analysed (see Fig.
1b). During the experiments subject were inquired via visual stimuli to think



about moving their right hand or simply to – relax. This paper presents only
the analysis of results for experiments that relied on imaging movement of right
hand only.

Fig. 1. a) Emotiv EPOC headset, b) location of recording electrodes – F3 and F4
(marked with a red ellipse)

2 Signal analysis

Signals obtained from Emotiv EPOC are sampled with frequency of 128 Hz
(limitation due to the device specification). For analysis of spectrum, the Welch
method of PSD estimation was used. Kaiser window was used with width of
256 samples, overlap was half the window length and parameter α = 20. Welch
method was used because of good behaviour for noisy signals and because it
has reduced spectral variance. As presented in the Fig. 2, spectra of multiple
signals from different subjects are very similar. Mostly the spectrum is flat with
one peak from DC part of the signal and a drop at higher frequencies obviously
caused by the operation of the hardware anti-aliasing filter.

Fig. 2. Spectra of signals obtained from electrodes F3(a) and F4(b)



Fig. 3. EEG signal raw and filtered using traditional statistical methods – obtained
from the F3 electrode a) densitogram of this signal b)

Linear filtering of these signals proved difficulties, resulting in substantial
transitional behaviour. That was the reason for the authors to approach a dif-
ferent, novel analysis method based on non-parametric statistics. The concept
of sliding window Kernel estimator was used. Kernel estimator is a function
constructed from the measurements in the following form [5]:
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where xi are the measurements in the window, h is the bandwidth obtained
by diffusion algorithm [6].

Fig. 4. EEG signal raw and filtered using traditional statistical methods – obtained
from the F4 electrode a) densitogram of this signal b)

Kernel estimator constructs a non-parametric estimate of probability density
on the window. Sliding the window (stationarity on the window is assumed) one



obtains an approximation of probability density evolution of the signal. Such
evolution is presented in the form of densitogram (Figs. 3b and 4b. Using the
estimate of probability density one can obtain a filtered signal by taking the
values maximising the density at every time instance corresponding to given
window. Signals filtered this way (denoted as statistically filtered) are presented
in Figs. 3a and 4a.

3 Conclusions

In this paper a new approach for filtering of EEG signals with statistical meth-
ods was presented. Presented filtering approach constitutes an alternative to
popular filtering frequency methods, where one of its fundamental merits is to
eliminate initial transitional response, which is common for filters. Initial results
of conducted research are promising, further research will be carried out in order
to compare the efficiency of proposed method with the approach of the popular.
The authors are currently focusing on comparison of previously obtained results
on estimation [7, 8] and signal processing [9] with the results presented shortly
in this paper. The main aim is to develop a tool, which allows better and as a
result – more efficient extraction of important patterns in EEG signals.
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